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• Established in Detroit in 1924 by 

Sebastian S. Kresge.

• Founder of the S.S. Kresge Company, 

which began as a single five and 

dime store.

• The revolutionary retail concept

expanded nationally, eventually

becoming Kmart Corporation.

• Until his death at age 99 in 1966, Mr. 

Kresge served on the board and 

contributed $60.5 million to the

foundation.
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• National private foundation

• Goal: Expanding opportunities in 

America’s cities

• $3.6 billion endowment

• Funded through grants and social 

investments

• Six program areas and two practices
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God shows us the significance of  stewardship 

through water

• Man’s first job: taking care of the earth 
(replenish, subdue, work the ground)

• God speaks of  the river of Eden become 4 
heads: Pison, Gihon, Hiddekel, Euphrates 
(Genesis 2:9-14)

• Headwaters can start out small, be a 
combination of small trickles or streams, or 
start from an underground spring 

• What happens in the headwaters is very 
important to the health of the whole river 
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The lesson in the Water 

• Water is life, gives life to all living 

things – No fingerprints! 

• When we take care of the source, 

we take care of others 

• We are ALL headwaters

– How we do our work will effect

others
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Challenges & Opportunities
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• Across America’s cities, climate change is causing more intense 

storms, and failing water infrastructure exacerbates local flooding 

and the generation of storm water.    

• The voices of people of color and low-income communities have 

been largely absent from water management decision-making 

processes.

• Green Stormwater Infrastructure can be a more cost-effective 

solution than traditional “gray infrastructure” and provide a variety 

of co-benefits. 

• Urban flooding exacerbates the existing challenges that come with 

dilapidated water infrastructure: impaired surface water quality, and 

continual threats on the public health
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Vision:  Attributes of  Climate Resilient & Equitable Water Systems
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• Integrated, nimble and responsive to climate change 

• Manages storm water and wastewater in an equitable way so everyone benefits

• Engages low-income and other marginalized communities in storm water and 

waste water planning 

• Provides multiple benefits to water users - economic, social, and health-related

• Processes storm water and waste water in an energy-efficient manner

• Embeds climate change considerations into the capital planning processes for 

storm water and waste water

• Encourage practices that get people thinking across the silos
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CREWS Overview

• Support and nurture a new cadre of water 

leaders to amplify marginalized voices and 

strengthen climate-vulnerable regions and 

water systems

• Build the case and enabling environment for  

equitable water system transformation

• Advance non-traditional approaches to 

financing, operations, and community 

participation that produce multiple community 

benefits

Transform urban storm water and waste water systems so they provide 

reliable, equitable, and innovative services to communities despite the 

uncertainties introduced by climate change.



Building a new cadre of water leaders:
Environmental/Social Justice leaders, utility leaders & municipal leaders
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Groundworks USA and River

Network Urban Flooding Cohort
US Water Alliance Water Equity 

Work

National Climate and Water

Equity Caucus



Building the Case & Enabling Environment
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Federal & State Policy Advocacy and Defense

Evaluating the social benefits

of nature-based solutions



Advancing Non-Traditional Approaches
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Leading a ‘communo-versity’ model

to create a climate-water justice plan

for historically marginalized communities

Innovative financing to advance 

green infrastructure and other 

climate resilient solutions in urban, 

underinvested cities with severe 

flooding concerns.

National partners serving

as intermediaries to provide

technical assistance &

collaboration



Capacity and Physical Infrastructure Investments in Detroit
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Other projects: Green Alleys in Midtown, 

Eastside Community Network rain garden, 

Mack Avenue Green T project. 

The Erb Foundation has been a great leader & partner in many of these programs



Closing Thoughts
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• Water is Life

• Acknowledge the structural and institutional 
racism that we must address to advance 
water equity 

• We need everyone’s voice and expertise to 
co-create solutions that provide benefits for 
ALL

• We must be creative and innovative in how 
we finance more resilient water 
infrastructure 

• Kresge’s Detroit Team (place-based) and 
Environment Team (National) are intentional 
about enhancing collaboration and 
achieving CREWS vision

Credit: Anthropocene Alliance, Flood Forum USA



Expanding opportunities in America’s cities

Dr. Jalonne L. White-Newsome

Environment, Senior Program Officer

Jlwhite-newsome@kresge.org

3125 W. Big Beaver Road

Troy, Mich. 48084

248-643-9630

kresge.org



CREWS Grantee Partners
* national partners with a Detroit connection 
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Build Urban Leadership

Municipal/Utility 

Peer Learning
• Carpe Diem West

• Green Infrastructure 

Exchange

• U.S. Water Alliance*

CBO/NGO Peer 

Learning
• American Rivers*

• Anthropocene Alliance

• PolicyLink*

• River Network/Groundwork

Non-traditional Approaches

Financing Models
• Chesapeake Bay Foundation

• Fresh Coast Capital

• The Nature Conservancy/Eastern 

Market*

• Pacific Forest Trust

Training / TA – Other 

Models
• American Rivers

• Deep South Center for Environmental 

Justice

• Re:Focus Partners

• Trust for Public Land

Place-based Exemplars
• None to date

Build Case/Forge Path

Applied Research
• Fair Share Housing Center

• One Voice

Evidence Base
• Earth Economics

Policy
• Freshwater Future*

• Green Latinos

• Hip Hop Caucus

• National Wildlife Federation*


